
 
 

BÁSICO 2 - LISTA DE EXERCÍCIOS 03 

(BASIC 2 – LIST OF EXERCISES 03) 

 

1) Read the text and answer the questions: 

 

Kelly has two sisters: Amber and Donna. Amber is married to Nick and 
Donna is still single. Nick’s father is very famous, he hosts a Talk Show 
on TV. Every Sunday afternoon, Kelly and her sisters gather to watch the 
show, it’s a family tradition!  

 

a) How is Nick related to Kelly? 

Nick is Kelly’s _____________________________________________ 

b) How is Nick’s father related to Amber? 

________________________________________________________ 

c) Who hosts a Talk Show on TV? 

________________________________________________________ 

d) What do Kelly’s sisters do on Sunday afternoon? 

________________________________________________________ 

e) Who is Donna married to? 

________________________________________________________ 



 
 

Vocabulary: 

To host = apresentar; ser o anfitrião. 

Single = solteiro(a). 

Talk Show = programa de entrevistas. 

To gather = reunir. 

 

2) Rewrite these sentences using determiners. Follow the example: 

EXAMPLE: 

Only 5% of the people in Brazil have a second graduation. 

Answer: Few people in Brazil have a second graduation. 

a) More than 50% of the mothers have to work after maternity leave. 

_________________________________________________________ 

b) Half of all divorced people get married a second time. 

_________________________________________________________ 

c) 94% of the people in São Paulo live in cities. 

_________________________________________________________ 

d) Only 1% of the students speak more than two languages. 

_________________________________________________________ 



 
 

Vocabulary: 

Maternity leave = licença maternidade. 

 

3) Read the text and answer the questions: 

 

Kyle loves sports. He works out four days a week and he is always 

looking for healthy activities. He often plays basketball and soccer with 

his friends, but he seldom watches matches on TV. He also likes to go 

skating at the park. He almost always goes with his girlfriend Barbara. 

She is really good at skating. 

 

a) Is Kyle a sports fan or a fitness freak? 

__________________________________________________________ 

b) How good is Barbara at skating? 

__________________________________________________________ 

c) How often does Kyle work out? 

__________________________________________________________ 

d) Who does kyle usually go skating with? 

__________________________________________________________ 

 



 
 

e) How often does Kyle watch sports on TV? 

__________________________________________________________ 

 

Vocabulary: 

Healthy activities = atividades saudáveis. 

To skate = patinar. 

 

 


